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MY MY ` 

 

EFT Script – Self-Sabotage 

Topic:  Releasing your need to “Attack, Deny or Punish Yourself” 
Instructions – Without realizing it, you might be blocking yourself from receiving something you want, need, or desire, and you 
are turning away the happy, peaceful, and abundant life you are entitled to have. This can happen when you feel you are not 
worthy or deserving of having what you want, or you are concerned that if you do get what you want, it might bring some kind 
of negative result. Close your eyes and finish this sentence for yourself… “I am not allowing myself to have what I want or the 
happy life I am entitled to because… “ (and notice the thoughts that come to you.) Take in a long deep breath and bring up 
the feelings around those thoughts, concerns, feelings or judgments…and then repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There are times… when getting or having what I want… has seemed inconsistent… challenging… or nearly impossible…  
There are times… when no matter what I do… or how hard I try… nothing seems to work or last… or make a difference… 
There are times… when I don’t know what to do… where to turn…so I can break the pattern…and reach my goals. 
 

Other Side of Chest: 
I am learning… that God’s Will for me is happiness… and that I have everything… There is nothing I need to do…to make 
this happen… There is nothing I need to earn…change…or add to His Plan… My right to happiness…love…health…and 
success…is a natural part of who I am…I am as God created me…worthy of everything good… with ease and grace. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
There are times… when I tried to do things on my own… I made up my own plan… and then tried to execute the plan…  
I might have thought… I was following God’s Plan… yet in Truth… I was following my own plan… while asking God for help.  
I am learning that this is not useful… as it delays my happiness… and the great joy, ease, and abundance…I am entitled to.  
I choose to accept God’s Plan… wherever it leads & wherever it goes… It is the ONLY Plan… that leads to lasting happiness. 
 

Top of the Head: 
I am learning to lay down my plans… and make room for clarity… guidance.. and direction…This will ensure… that I head 
directly toward peace… happiness… and the highest possible outcome…on my behalf…I am willing to release my judgments 
against myself… against others… and against my Creator… I am willing to accept… that God loves me unconditionally…  
I choose to see a world where I have no enemies… and I am not helpless… and I will be given the means to see it. 
 

Eyebrow Point: 
I have no desire to block myself… to punish myself…or withhold from myself for any reason… I choose only love for myself…  
and the happy life that God Wills for me… I allow myself… to receive my every heart’s desire with ease… regardless of what 
I’ve done… what I have earned… or what I think I deserve… I am not my past… I am as God created me… free of all labels 
& limits… My mistakes and failures have never altered me… I am whole & complete… exactly as I am… now and always. 
 

Side of the Eye: 
I allow myself to imagine… what it would be like to have what I want with ease… to know a life of lasting happiness… 
peace… joy… & abundance…without a trace of sorrow…I am willing to accept this Happy Plan…in the place of my own plan. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
I may not realize… that my biggest fear… might be having what I want… reaching my goal… or knowing the great happiness 
that God Wills for me… I might be concerned that I haven’t done enough… or earned enough… or I might see myself as 
limited… not deserving…or unworthy of happiness…I might be afraid… that if I reach out for God’s Hands…He might pull  
them back…or turn away from me... If I have any concerns… worries… or fears… about receiving my every joyful desire… 
I am willing to abandon those concerns… and receive God’s Love and Blessings anyway… I claim my Divine Inheritance.  
 

Instructions - Take several long deep cleansing breaths and let your heart open to receive all of Heaven’s Blessings upon 
you. The only one that has ever decided against you is you. You are the only one keeping score.  Empty your mind of all 
thoughts of guilt, inadequacy, or unworthiness. Breathe in the peace of knowing you have a right to lasting happiness, peace, 
and abundance because of who you are, as the Holy Child of God. Take another deep calming breath and anchor that 
feeling. Next, turn inward and tune into the first time you wanted something, and no matter what you did or how hard you 
tried, it didn’t happen. Go back as far as you need to go. Take in a deep breath and repeat these words while you tap… 
 

Over the Heart: 
There was a time… when I wanted something… and no matter what I did… or how hard I tried… it didn’t happen… I might 
have decided that I wasn’t good enough… or that I didn’t have what it takes… to have what I wanted… I might have decided 
that I wasn’t worthy… to have what I wanted… I might have decided against myself… or decided I was unlovable… 
inadequate… undeserving… or powerless…Dear God… I want to be free of these labels…free to move forward…and free to 
have the happy life that is Your Will for me…I release the past…along with every unhealed thought…I ever had about myself. 
 

Center of the Chest: 
Today… I reclaim my True Self… I release the past… and accept my True Identity… exactly as I am… I accept the great 
happiness that is my right... and all the joyful blessings that God Wills for me… I am deeply loved…and worthy of everything 
good…I release all judgments against myself… and free myself from the prison I have made… Thank You God… for leading 
me home…and into Your Arms of Love that wait for me…I accept only what You have given… nothing else and nothing less. 
 

Instructions - Take a long deep cleansing breath and feel Divine Love welcoming you like a soft, warm blanket. 

 


